UNDERGROUND DUMP BODIES

MAKE THE
EARTH PAY

ACHIEVE
YOUR FLEET’S
PAYLOAD
POTENTIAL

12
UP TO

PAYLOAD INCREASE

UNDERGROUND MACHINES FAILING TO
REACH THEIR PAYLOAD POTENTIAL?

PROBLEM IS MATERIAL CARRYBACK
BUILDS UP

BULLANT UNDERGROUND DUMP BODIES
SOLVE THE PROBLEM

Traditional underground dump bodies are manufactured
for ‘general’ mining conditions and don’t take into account
differences in your ground conditions, mine plans and operations.

The problem is carryback builds up in traditional underground
dump body designs over time, meaning that you end up
hauling around waste. Not only does this rob you of payload,
but it also means that an extra team member has to scrape
away that hung up material to get back to par.

Through state-of-the-art engineering and flow analysis,
we’ve designed an underground dump body that overcomes
the carryback problem. We’ve also engineered the Bullant to
be lighter in weight without any loss of strength, which means
your underground fleet can now carry significantly more
payload every shift.

This lack of customisation and a general lack of innovation
means that your underground fleet will consistently not be
hitting its promised nameplate payload capacity. In effect,
you’re losing up to 12% of payload per trip.

We believe that’s not good enough.

That means that every ten trips you’re losing more than
one full payload. Over weeks and months, this adds up to a
significant loss of productivity and profit.

BULLANT BENEFITS

BULLANT FEATURES

INCREASES PAYLOAD BY UP TO 12%

LIGHTWEIGHT YET HEAVY-DUTY

HIGHER FLEET PRODUCTIVITY

CURVED FLOOR PLATE

LOWERS CAPITAL EXPENDITURE ON FLEET

CURVED DESIGN

REDUCES DOWNTIME AND MAINTENANCE COSTS

UNIQUE WEAR PROGRAM

REDUCED FRONT AND REAR TAIL HANG-UP

EASILY REPLACEABLE PARTS

REDUCES DAMAGE FROM IMPACTS WITH MINE WALLS

%

Ultimately, this means millions of dollars in free cash flow for
your operation with a payback period as little as a few months.
All this for a solution that will keep delivering above and
beyond for years.

All our Bullant underground dump bodies are custom
engineered and built specifically to suit your mine and
OEM underground mining equipment.
The Bullant comes from the payload engineering experts
behind the innovative DT HiLoad Hercules dump truck bodies
that are transforming mining productivity around the world.

SPEAK TO OUR
PAYLOAD TEAM TODAY
AUSTRALIA 		 (08) 6148 5555
INTERNATIONAL +61 8 6148 5555
EMAIL 		 PAYLOAD@SCHLAM.COM

schlam.com

ABOUT SCHLAM
What we do at Schlam is make mining equipment more productive. How we do
it is by solving the payload and maintenance challenges that keep mines from
being better tomorrow than they were today. We started in 1996 as a problemsolving engineering business. Today, we provide payload solutions to mines on six
continents and our maintenance people are high achievers in every discipline.
Head Office
435 B&C Dundas Road
Forrestfield 6058
Western Australia

